First signs
of recovery
Covid-19 lessons from
China for brands

Adriatics, April 2020

First signs of recovery
For you to better navigate the challenges ahead,
we at Dentsu Aegis Network have compiled
proprietary study data and thoughts from China,
which is already on its way to recovery.
As the Covis-19 crises first put its toll on Chinese
economy, it is also the first one opening now
slowly.
We hope these studies will help you see the road
to recovery also in the Adriatic region. Please see
all our pieces of study and advice for brand from
our Dentsu Aegis Network website.
Best Regards,
Heli Ruotsalainen
Business Development Director Adriatics
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Confidence for growth returns

Best case scenario for
China recovery looks to be
V shaped
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GS- Goldman Sachs Research 15 March
EUI Economist Intelligence Unit 19 March Webinar

0.2% growth for global slowdown and recovery in Q3/4
Forecast based on monitoring data and historical trend, seasonality.
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Estimation in late 2019 pre COVID-19

3.6

COVID-19 is controlled at a global level with
no further mass community contagion
China consumer and investor confidence
starts to return in mid or late Q2.

0.8

COVID-19 pandemic is controlled and there
is a return to pre-outbreak status by end of
Q2 (China) and Q3/Q4 (Middle East, Europe
and America). Tokyo Olympics Game
postponed to 2021

2.2

COVID-19 pandemic cannot be controlled,
continued restrictions on movement are
enforced in response to multiple waves.
Economic recession. Tokyo Olympics Game
postponed to 2021

This confidence is substantiated by our client tracking
in China
In our latest survey, only 1% of responses were stopping all spending with 17% increasing or maintaining spend
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Source: Dentsu Aegis Client & Leadership Survey, Feb 28 – March 02 2020 | Round 2: 26-30 March 2020 * of the 5% of responses in ‘other’ there was a
balance of answers who would increase or decrease more that 15%

Industry impact (Q1) in China
There are different shades of a ‘new normal’ as work resumes

Auto
-18.5%

• Severe impact in February
• China Q1 sales are set to
be down -25% to -30%
• Quick move by brands to
shift to online promotion
• Minimal impact on brand
health
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Retail
-25.3%

• Offline sales massively
impacted during extended
CNY period
• Beauty brands, such as
Shiseido who took part in
Tmall’s 8 March
promotion saw a 200%
increase in sales thanks to
discounts and express
delivery returns.

FMCG
-13.4%

• Offline visits hugely
affected
• O2O demand for food
and grocery has surged

Travel &
Hotel
-63.4%

• Travel for all but
essential journeys are
limited
• Long lag expected in
recovery, may need
stimulus

Others
-27.3%

• 28% of our respondents
were now highly
concerned by logistics and
rising supply chain issues
with 10% of responses
concerned about their
ecommerce operations
• Smartphone sales are
expected to decline by
over 20% in China for Q1
2020

Source: Dentsu Aegis Client & Leadership Survey, Feb 28 – March 02 2020 | TMALL Sales data from Reuters 03/20 Report; ‘greenshoots’

The road to recovery

Three stages of adjustment
Overlapping broad phases of needs & actions

RESPONSE

RECOVERY

RETURN

Immediate action as the
situation unfolds

As crisis eases and impact
becomes clearer

Life begins to return to an
altered normality

• Evaluate business impact – supply
chain, sales, footfall
• Consumer needs shape everything
• Support, don’t sell
• Join collective response
• Essential changes to marketing
investment

• Adjust to the needs of the time –
offline goes online
• Scenario plan for the coming weeks
• Evaluate long-term plans and
safeguard (Olympics, launches,
promotions)
• Recognise new consumer
behaviour & needs

• Be ready to go
• Build in agility & responsiveness in
case of unforeseen issues
• Consider opportunities to be ‘back
offline’
• Prepare for long-term impact
• Celebrate (appropriately) with
consumers & enable ‘revenge
spending’
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Return to market in China
Life may never be the same again, but no winter lasts forever

• 77% of Dentsu China clients have already started making
proactive plans for recovery.
• Marketers were looking at the smart use of technology to

regain online traffic and connect with consumers in new and
innovative ways.
• Many brands (exc. travel) are restarting Q2 plans almost as

usual
• Hema (Alibaba’s New Retail) have launched a “Restart 2020”
campaign to look forward to the ‘second spring festival’.
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Response in China
Life as we knew it was halted – a long holiday at home

• HEMA new retail recruited underutilised F&B staff to help keep
supermarkets & deliveries moving
• O2O & food delivery swiftly moved to ‘no touch’ as residential
compounds were restricted
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• Top CNY cinema releases quickly
found online distribution partners

• After initial lifts in entertainment & gaming, more
services moved to ‘cloud living’ including education,
fitness, cooking courses

Response in China
Joining the fight, protecting the nation and supporting the ‘front line’

• Most major Chinese brands, and many global companies made direct and
indirect contributions to hardest-hit areas
• Charity donations through official channels were supported with media
coverage & pro-bono space
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• Many brands, especially in Auto, asserted
their safety features such as ‘N95-level’ air
filtration

• Brands found new direct
channels to get essentials like
fresh water to consumers

Recovery in China
New cloud living creates new channels: an inflection point for transformation

• Many brands moved into live broadcasting as a way to keep the business
calendar moving. JLR held a 30-hour live broadcast with 300 KOLs for
Discovery Sport launch, with 50M views
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• Social events moved to the cloud as bars & clubs
broadcast DJ sets and live broadcast platforms held
virtual music festivals

• Several brands, including IKEA, Prada,
MiuMiu made their Tmall debut,
supported with live content

Recovery in China
New consumer needs are explored and catered to

• After a while at home, Tmall’s
Women’s Day promotion saw a
major lift in spend, with 90% of
stores back in full operation
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• Brands responded to people cooped up at home by encouraging
them and providing stimulus for self-development – Nippon
suggested to ‘refresh’ your life with a home makeover

• In addition to providing help for medical & essential
workers with secure rental services, Auto brands
brought in ‘no touch’ test drives and reopened 4S
stores

How can
we help
you?

Please contact your account
manager to discuss actions and
scenario planning if needed.
Be safe.

